Abstract-The traditional centralized load balancing had a relatively low reliability, and the distributed load balancing had a huge overhead. To solve these problems, this paper mapped heterogeneous wireless networks to distributed grids by introducing Resource Management Unit, and then presented a hierarchical semi-centralized architecture for load balancing of heterogeneous wireless networks drawing on the idea of grid in computer networks. The analytical models for the integrated reliability and signaling overhead of the architecture were established. Theoretical analysis and simulation results indicate that the architecture can reduce the signaling overhead and improve the system reliability effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radio systems are moving toward forming heterogeneous wireless networks: collaborations of multiple radio access networks, which in some cases operate different radio access technologies [1] . The deployment of heterogeneous wireless networks is spreading throughout the world as users want to be connected anytime, anywhere, and anyhow [2] . 3GPP specifies some recommendations for methods, architectures, and design of heterogeneous wireless network interconnection (in particular, the one formed by UMTS and WLAN networks), such as those presented in [3] . The key topics in heterogeneous wireless networks are referred to as spectrum sensing, coexistence, resource management, reliability and QoS support avoiding interference etc. [4] .
As a recent research focus, load balancing [5, 6] which belongs to Radio Resource Management (RRM) is one of the key technologies in the convergence of heterogeneous wireless networks. Load balancing is a significant method to achieve the resource sharing over heterogeneous wireless networks, and it can improve resource utilization, enlarge system capacity, as well as provide better services for users.
Generally, load balancing is divided into two parts [7] : network architecture and load balancing algorithm. The former is the foundation of load balancing, and a good network architecture can improve the efficiency of load balancing. In the perspective of control mode, load balancing mechanisms can be classified as centralized, distributed and semi-centralized and semi-distributed [8, 9] . There are some problems in the first two mechanisms: the centralized one has a relatively low reliability, while the distributed one has a huge overhead [10] .
A grid [11, 12] is a service for sharing computer power and data storage capacity over the Internet. Grid infrastructure is a large virtual organization that integrates a large mount of distributed heterogeneous resources and high performance computing capabilities into a super service, which can provide huge computing services, storage capability and so on. Grid allows the use of geographically distributed computing systems that belong to multiple organizations as a single system. Resource management and scheduling is the important components of the Grid. It efficiently maps jobs submitted by the user to available resources in grid environment [13] .
There are some similarities between grid and heterogeneous wireless networks, such as the dynamic variation of resources, heterogeneous structure, and the key technology of integrating and deploying the distributed resources. Enlightened by the similarities, we propose a hierarchical semi-centralized architecture (HSCA) based on basic grids for load balancing of heterogeneous wireless networks. Since the reliability and overhead are important performances to a network, we analyze the two performances of HSCA we proposed in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we briefly discuss the related researches into overhead and reliability of network architectures. Section III introduces the HSCA we proposed, and gives the signaling flows of the HSCA. In Section IV, the modeling of integrated reliability and signaling overhead for HSCA is presented followed in Section V by our simulation and the results. Finally in Section VI we conclude this paper with discussion of our work.
II. RELATED WORK
The authors of [14] developed a mathematical framework that can be used to compactly represent and analyze heterogeneous networks that combine multiple entity and link types. They generalized Bonacich centrality, which measures connectivity between nodes by the number of paths between them, to heterogeneous networks and used this measure to study network structure. The authors of [9] proposed a semi-centralized and semi-distributed architecture (SCSDA), in which a BS just exchanges load information with several neighboring BSs. Although the architecture can reduce the overhead of control signaling, the authors neither expressed the overhead in mathematical formula, nor proved it by simulation.
Reference [15] designed a hybrid wireless network architecture, [16] proposed a multiple mobile routers based network architecture to support seamless mobility across heterogeneous networks, and they both tested the overhead by NS2 simulator. However, the model of the overhead was not derived in neither [15] nor [16] . Route overhead was analyzed in theory in [17] , by calculating the number of control messages generated in a BS/AP service area due to maintaining route. Nevertheless, the simulation for overhead was not given. The communication overhead of the scheme presented in [18] was calculated, and an algorithm for minimizing the communication overhead was given, which was proved to be effective through simulation. The authors of [19] considered a general heterogeneous network architecture with two basic entities in the system: mobile nodes (MNs) and access points (APs). They formulated the overhead of AP discovery which is divided into hello messages and RREQ messages, and gave the simulation results. Reference [20] proposed a hierarchical and distributed (HD) architecture with three hierarchical levels of mobility management being distinguished: end terminal remains connected to the same radio access network but it changes its point of attachments, end terminal changes its radio access network but it remains associated to the same operator and end terminal changes its operator network. And it also studied signaling cost generated by QoS negotiation during handover process in both theory and simulation.
The research on reliability of telecommunication network starts at the study on switched telecommunication network by Lee [21] . Lee defined call blocking as the link failure, and measured reliability taking connectivity [22] as standard. Reference [23] mentioned the concept of integrated reliability, which took call loss as the evaluation indicator of network reliability, and proved that the integrated reliability can reflect the practical situation much better than taking connectivity as standard. The authors of [24] analyzed the reliability aspects of some access network topologies to insure a certain level of quality of service at the lowest cost for the end users, which are a little alike to our works.
III. HIERARCHICAL SEMI-CENTRALIZED ARCHITECTURE

A. Description of the architecture
The hierarchical semi-centralized architecture based on basic grids is depicted in Fig. 1 Installed in the access point (AP), a RS is used to calculate resources of its jurisdiction cell. A RA collects load information from RSs, and balances the load in virtue of the load and resources of the basic grid. Normally an IS allocates resources for the borders of basic grids and stores information of cell identification, location and load states. However, it can take over the broken RA immediately. In order to improve the system reliability, a main IS and a standby IS are set up, additionally, a RA and IS are connected by two junction lines. Once the main IS (one junction line between RA and IS) stops running, the standby IS (the other junction line) will take over it. A RA and the RSs located in the basic grid administered by the RA compose the first layer centralized architecture, while an IS (including a main IS and a standby IS) and the RAs constitute the second layer centralized architecture. The whole first layer is made up of a series of basic grids and the corresponding RAs. Thus, we call it the hierarchical semi-centralized architecture.
The signaling overhead of transferring load information between RSs and RAs (we call it the RSs to RAs signaling overhead for short, and the similar terms are used below) can be reduced by limiting the number of RSs in a basic grid; the RAs to RS signaling overhead is also small because of the limited number of RAs. The IS can take over the RA immediately if the latter breaks down, which ensures the communication of the basic grid; the standby IS and the two junction lines between each RA and IS make further improvement on system reliability. Therefore, HSCA has the advantages of low signaling overhead and high reliability, which are the advantages of centralized architecture and distributed one respectively.
There are two ways to fix the RA and IS. One way is to install them in the existing equipments: RS in RNC (Radio Network Controller) and RA in GGSN (Gateway GPRS Support Node), the other way is to set them separately. The advantage of the former is that it can reduce the housing construction and maintenance cost, while the disadvantage is that it is restrained by the existing network topology. The latter can design the network topology flexiblely while increases the cost. Weighing the strong points and weaknesses of the two methods, a proper method to fix the RA and IS can be chosen.
B. Signaling flow
Normally a RS calculates load and resources of its jurisdiction cell according to the wireless parameters received from the AP, and then transfers the load, resources and location information to the RA. On the basis of load balancing algorithm (is not in the scope of this paper), the RA transfers load balancing information to RS. Then the RS changes load balancing information into load balancing instructions and transfers the load balancing instructions to the AP. The signaling flow chart is shown in Fig. 2 . When a subscriber is on the border of basic grids, the IS will allocate resources for the subscriber, and the signaling flow is shown in Fig. 3 . When a RA breaks down, the IS can take over it immediately, and the signaling flow is shown in Fig. 4 .
IV. MODELING OF RELIABILITY AND SIGNALING OVERHEAD
In this section, we derive an analytical model for reliability of HSCA and two analytical models for signaling overhead of HSCA. The following notations are To facilitate the analysis, we assume that there are only one main IS and one standby IS.
A. Modeling of integrated reliability
Since the integrated reliability can reflect the practical situation very well [23] , we use it to analyze the reliability of HSCA.
The HSCA we presented is actually a tree structure, as shown in Fig. 5 .
When the number of RS is large, the breakdown of a RS or the junction line between a RS and the RA has little influence on the total traffic of the system. Thus, the breakdown of a RS or the junction line between a RS and the RA can be neglected.
Taking the main IS and the standby IS as a whole, the probability that the IS is in normal use is
(1) Figure 5 . The tree structure of HSCA.
Taking the two junction lines between RA j (j=1,2,…,D) and the IS as a whole, the probability that the junction line is out of fault is
The probability that the whole system is in normal use is
then, the traffic of the whole system does not lose, namely
The probability that K 1 (K 1 =1,2,…,D) junction lines between IS and RA are out of action is
then, the traffic on the K 1 junction lines loses, while all the traffic between RAs and RSs does not lose. Thus, the loss of the whole system traffic is 1 1
The probability that K 2 (K 2 =1,2,…,D) RAs are out of action is
then, the IS can take over the K 2 breakdown RAs. Thus, the traffic of the whole system does not lose, namely
The probability that the IS and K 3 (K 3 =1,2,…,D) RAs are out of action at the same time is
then, the traffic between all the RAs and the IS loses whether the junction lines between the RAs and the IS are out of action or not, and the traffic between the K 3 broken RAs and the IS loses. Thus, the loss of the whole system is 
The total traffic intensity of the system is 
Therefore, the integrated reliability of the whole system is
B. Modeling of signaling overhead
In the perspective of executing time, load balancing mechanisms can be classified as periodic and nonperiodic [8] . Accordingly, the mode of transferring load information can be divided into periodic and nonperiodic. Following we study the periodic and nonperiodic signaling overhead respectively.
1) The periodic signaling overhead
The RSs to RAs signaling overhead in unit time is:
The RAs to IS signaling overhead in unit time is:
The main IS to standby IS signaling overhead in unit time is:
The signaling overhead of transferring load information among RMU in unit time is:
For problem tractability, we assume that a 1 =a 2 =a 3 , then (16) can be reduced to:
2) The non-periodic signaling overhead Enlightened by the ideas from [9] which employed two thresholds to classify cells into three classes, we introduce a heavy threshold and a light threshold to classify cells into three classes in terms of their load states: overloaded, under-loaded and balanced cells. A cell is in the under-loaded state when its load ≤ k i1 , in the overloaded state when its load ≥ k i2 ; in the balanced state when k i1 < its load < k i2 .
RMU transfer load information when the following conditions are satisfied: RS transfers load information to RA when the load state of its jurisdiction cell changes; RA transfers load information to IS when the load state of one or more cells changes in the basic grid administered by the RA; the main IS transfers load information to standby IS when one or more RAs transfer load information to the main IS.
For problem tractability, we assume that the arrival and service process are Poisson process and each cell is an independent M/M/m(m) queue.
According to queuing theory [25] , the state probabilities of system type i are:
In time T, the probability that a cell in system type i changes from under-loaded state to balanced state is:
In time T, the probability that a cell in system type i changes from balanced state to overloaded state is:
In time T, the probability that a cell in system type i changes from overloaded state to balanced state is:
In time T, the probability that a cell in system type i changes from balanced state to under-loaded state is:
In time T, the probability that the load state of a cell changes in system type i is: . (24) In time T, the probability that RA j transfers load information to IS is:
In time T, the probability that main IS transfers load information to standby one is:
V. SIMULATION STUDY
To evaluate the performance of HSCA, we employ a simulation model using the simulator MATLAB, and compare the signaling overhead of HSCA with that of SCSDA.
A. Simulation Scenario
The scenario is a medium urban area, where both UMTS system and WiMax system cover the whole area while WLAN system covers the hot spots only. In order to reduce the complex of simulation, we assume that there are all the three types of APs in each basic grid, and the number of APs for the same system is equal in every basic grid.
The values of parameters used in simulation are as follows. T=0.1s, A 1 =600, A 2 =900, A 3 =600; R IS =0.99, R RA =0.98, R c =0.97; b i =1erl; Fig. 6 indicates the integrated reliability of HSCA with different number of RAs. Because of the assumption in Simulation Scenario, the number of RAs is discrete, and its value set is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 60, 75, 100, 150, 300}. We can see that the integrated reliability of HSCA rises with the number of RAs increasing, and the integrated reliability is always very high. When there is only one RA, the HSCA degenerate to be a centralized architecture with a lower reliability. The larger the number of RAs is, the more distributed the architecture is, and the higher the reliability is. Fig. 7 and 8 illustrate the signaling overhead of HSCA and SCSDA with different number of RAs. The signaling overhead of SCSDA, which has nothing to do with the number of RAs, is associated only with the number of APs. Therefore, the signaling overhead of SCSDA is constant when the number of RAs varies. It can be observed that the signaling overhead of HSCA is always much smaller than that of SCSDA despite whether transferring load information is periodical or nonperiodical, which indicates that HSCA has great advantages in reducing system signaling overhead.
B. Simulation Results
Equation (17) tells us that the periodic signaling overhead includes three parts: the RSs to RAs signaling overhead, the RAs to IS signaling overhead and the main IS to standby IS signaling overhead. Since the number of RSs, main IS and standby IS is constant, the signaling overhead of the first part and the third part is invariable, while the second part is variable. We can see in (5) that the signaling overhead of the second part has a linear relationship with the number of RAs. Therefore, the periodic signaling overhead of HSCA increases linearly with the rising of the number of RAs, which can be seen in Fig. 7 . Fig . 8 shows that the non-periodic signaling overhead of HSCA rises rapidly with the number of RAs increasing from 1 to 20, while it rises slowly with the number of RAs increasing from 20 to 300. When there are a few RAs (less than 20), the number of APs in a basic grid is large, and the probability that one or more cells change load states in a basic grid is large, which makes the probability of transferring load information from RA to IS large, as a result, the signaling overhead of HSCA rises rapidly with the number of RAs increasing from 1 to 20; vice versa.
Comparing Fig. 7 with Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the non-periodic signaling overhead of the two architectures is much smaller than the periodic one. Therefore, it can save lots of resources to employ the mode of transferring load information non-periodically.
The relationship between the non-periodic signaling overhead of the two architectures and the traffic arrival rate of the three systems are shown in Fig. 9, 10 , and 11.
The following conclusions can be drawn from and drops slowly with λ 1 increasing from 0.65 to 1. The above phenomenon is due to the following aspects. When λ 1 increases from 0 to 0.15, UMTS cells always have small amount of subscribers and are always in underloaded state, which causes RSs hardly to transfer load information to RA. When λ 1 increases from 0.15 to 0.32, the probability that the number of subscribers varies in the vicinity of k 11 and k 12 increases gradually, and system states change frequently. As a result, the probability that RSs transfer load information to RA increases gradually. When λ 1 increases from 0.32 to 0.65, the probability that the number of subscribers exceeds k 12 increases gradually, and the system states hardly change, which makes the probability that RSs located in UMTS APs transfer load information to RA reduce gradually. When λ 1 increases from 0.65 to 1, UMTS cells are almost always in the overloaded state as a result of large number of subscribers, which leads to the probability that RSs transfer load information to RA smaller and smaller.
The tendencies of the curves in Fig. 10 and 11 are similar with that in Fig. 9 , and the reasons are also similar. It is unnecessary to give more details.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a hierarchical semicentralized architecture based on basic grids for load balancing of heterogeneous wireless networks. An IS is not only a superior server of RAs but also a backup for RAs, which improves the system reliability; the standby IS and the two junction lines between each RA and IS make a further improvement on system reliability. It has been shown in our simulation that HSCA can reduce signaling overhead to a great degree while maintaining a very high reliability. The proposed network architecture has properly solved the problem of low reliability in centralized load balancing and high overhead in distributed load balancing.
APPENDIX A SIGNALING OVERHEAD OF SCSDA
According to the SCSDA presented in [3] and the scenario mentioned in this paper, the LBAs transfer load information as follows: a WiMax LBA transfers load information to its six neighboring WiMax LBAs, the UMTS LBAs and the WLAN LBAs whose coverage area overlaps part coverage area of the WiMax; a UMTS LBA transfers load information to the WiMax LBA whose part coverage area overlaps that of the UMTS, its six neighboring UMTS LBAs, and the WLAN LBAs whose coverage area overlaps part coverage area of the UMTS; a WLAN LBA transfers load information to the WiMax LBA and the UMTS LBA whose part coverage area overlaps that of the WLAN. WLAN system only covers the hot spots, and usually their coverage area doesn't overlap. Therefore, The WLAN LBAs do not transfer load information to each other.
On the basis of the analysis above, we can derive the periodic signaling overhead and the non-periodic signaling overhead of SCSDA.
The periodic signaling overhead of transferring load information among LBAs in unit time is ( )( 
where, ' 1 a denotes the signaling overhead of transferring load information once between two WiMax LBAs, ' 2 a denotes the signaling overhead of transferring load information once between one WiMax LBA and one UMTS LBA, ' 3 a denotes the signaling overhead of transferring load information once between one WiMax LBA and one WLAN LBA, ' 4 a denotes the signaling overhead of transferring load information once between two UMTS LBAs, ' 5 a denotes the signaling overhead of transferring load information once between one UMTS LBA and one WLAN LBA.
For problem tractability, we assume that 
